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Introduc)on

MoEvaEon

The produc7on of a Z boson and a photon in associa7on with a high-mass dijet system is studied using 20.2k−1 of protonproton collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of √s = 8 TeV recorded with the ATLAS detector in 2012 at the Large
Hadron Collider. Final states with a photon and a Z boson decaying into a pair of either electrons, muons, or neutrinos are
analysed. Electroweak and total pp→Zγjj cross-sec7ons are extracted in two ﬁducial regions with diﬀerent sensi7vi7es to
electroweak produc7on processes. Quar7c couplings of vector bosons are studied in regions of phase space with an
enhanced contribu7on from pure electroweak produc7on, sensi7ve to vector-boson scatering processes VV→Zγ. No
devia7ons from Standard Model predic7ons are observed and constraints are placed on anomalous couplings
parameterized by higher-dimensional operators using eﬀec7ve ﬁeld theory.

v Higher production rate than WW/ZZ/WZ-EWK
processes

Zγjj produc)on topogoloies

Measured Z(àll)γjj phase space

v Test of SM EWK sector and EFT
parameterization of anomalous quartic
couplings(aQGC)
v First probe of neutral aQGC at ATLAS in
2à2 scattering scheme
v Neutrino channel: complex backgrounds but
large BR, extract aQGC limits
v Charged lepton channel: fiducial cross section
measurements and aQGC limits

Methodology
v llγjj channel fid. cross section measured by
applying a likelihood fit to the spectra of ZγCentrality ζZγ simultaneously to the CR and
SR, constraining Zγ-QCD bgd
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v ννγjj fid. cross section measured in an aQGC
sensitive high Et(γ) region via log-likelihood fit
v fid. cross section measured in llγjj channel
EWK-only in SR and EWK+QCD in both CR
and SR, in ννγjj channel only EWK-only
crosss section limit is set in a region sensitive
to anomalous quartic gauge couplings
(aQGCs)

Z(àll)γjj measurement vs NLO predic)on
a≤

v Exp./Obs. aQGC 1D limits set on dimension-8
EFT operators by performing a onedimensional profile-likelihood fit with all the
other operator coefficients set to zero,
combining ee/µµ/νν channels.

Measured Z(àll)γjj ﬁducial cross sec)on results

CR and SR templates in Z(àll)γjj on which
the Simultaneous ﬁts are applied to
constrain the QCD background

search region built in Z(àll/
νν)γjj by op)mizing expected
sensi)vity to aQGCs

95% CL limits on aQGCs in comparison with CMS

Summary remarks
Z(àll)γjj-EWK measured(expected) signiﬁcance
2.0 (1.8) σ

95% CL upper limits Z(àνν)γjj-EWK
1.06 [ (0.99) [

v Fiducial cross sections of Z(àllνν)γjj-EWK measured in
agreement with SM predictions at NLO
v Best aQGC limits obtained in Zγjj final states
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